The Innovation Gap

Small Business Banking
in the Digital Era

An analysis of the current landscape and future of
banking technology in the digital age

Small business owners today
have a complex and uncertain
relationship with their bank.
For years now, innovative new digital banking experiences
have been emerging in the consumer segment. Consumers
today have a plethora of digital options for sending and
receiving money, making investments and taking out loans.

But when it comes to digital options for small
businesses, it’s a completely different story.
While digital technology is transforming nearly every other
aspect of the banking business, innovation in the small
business segment is still stuck in first gear.
As the disconnect between banking experiences continues
to grow, it represents a major liability for banks, particularly
as branches disappear and businesses look to digital tools
for their banking services.

millennials don’t write checks—they are full-fledged digital
natives and their expectations for technology are high. If
banks can’t deliver the digital experiences they want and
expect, this wave of younger generation business owners
will look elsewhere.
But don’t place your bet just yet—the innovation standstill
for small business banking may soon come to an end. The
banking industry is currently witnessing a convergence of
events, trends, and broader market forces that will pave the
way for innovation in small business banking:
•

A growing rift between consumer and business offerings

•

A spike in fintech/bank partnerships

•

An incoming presidential administration that promises to
scale back banking regulation and accelerate innovation

With all of the change taking place today in banking, Bill.com
surveyed 500 small business owners across the United States
to examine the current state of small business banking, how
their relationship with their bank is evolving, and whether
these changes are being met with open arms.

Moreover, as millennials become the face of small business
in America, closing the innovation gap becomes increasingly
urgent. Unlike past generations of business owners,
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Ready or Not,
Here Comes the
Digital Era of
Small Business
Banking

Consumers may have already abandoned the bank branch
in favor of digital service options, but what about small
businesses that have traditionally relied on their local
branch for cash deposits and face-to-face relationships?
Over the next five years, banks are expected to close the
doors on thousands of branches nationwide. With digital
and mobile banking experiences literally transforming
the banking landscape, will small businesses be ready to
transition to digital channels?

We asked small business owners for their
thoughts and found that, while some still
prefer to visit local branches, technologies
for banking beyond the branch are indeed
changing the banking experience.
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Digital banking continues to grow in
popularity with 57% of respondents
saying online and mobile are their
primary methods of banking, while
only 32% are still in favor of in-person
branch visits.

What method do you primarily rely on for business banking
transactions?

ONLINE / MOBILE

57%

IN-PERSON / BRANCH

OTHER

9%

PHONE SUPPORT

Mobile holds a strong future with
millennials and younger small
business owners. Nearly half of
respondents aged 18-29 list mobile
as their top choice for business
banking, compared to just 18% of
respondents aged 45-59.
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Respondents Who Primarily Rely On Mobile For Business
Banking Transactions
AGED 18-29

48%

AGED 45-59

18%
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What’s more, a mere 12% of
respondents aged 18-29 cited inperson experiences as their primary
channel, compared to 35% of
respondents 45-59.
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Location matters. Small business
owners in the West and South
prefer banking online, while those
in the Midwest and Northeast
prefer in-person experiences.

Primary Banking Channel Preference By Region

NORTHEAST:
IN-PERSON
WEST:
ONLINE

MIDWEST:
IN-PERSON

SOUTH:
ONLINE

Infrequent branch visits are most
common: Monthly or less frequent
branch visits were reported by
67% of customers. Only 33% visit
their branch weekly or several
times per week.

Overall, how frequently do you visit a physical bank branch for
matters related to your business?

33%

SEVERAL
X PER WK

8%
MONTHLY

22%

67%

WEEKLY

25%
EVERY FEW
MONTHS

21%

ONCE
PER YEAR

EVERY FEW
YEARS

9%

3%

NEVER

12%
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Banking Beyond
the Branch:
How Are Banks
Performing?

As banking service channels shift to digital, customer
expectations are being shaped by the fintech revolution.
With the breakout success of consumer-friendly finance and
banking apps like Venmo, Robinhood, Affirm and others in
recent years, the pressure for banks to deliver comparable
small business tools and services is at an all-time high.

We asked small business owners to rate
their bank’s performance in this new digital
landscape. While most are generally satisfied,
it’s clear there’s uncertainty about the future.
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SATISFACTORY:

3.43
5 OUTSTANDING

4 GOOD

3 SATISFACTORY

2 UNSATISFACTORY

Online small business banking tools
are a mixed bag with ambiguity or
dissatisfaction drawing surprisingly
strong responses: a sizable
number (43%) of respondents
are unsatisfied or unsure if their
bank’s current offerings meet
expectations, while 57% noted that
they are currently satisfied.

On a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being outstanding, how would you rank the
strength of your relationship with your bank based on their small business
banking offerings?

1 USELESS

Overall, banks are still working to
cement strong relationships with
their small business customers.
When asked to rate their relationship
with their bank, most respondents
classified it as middle of the road.
In the South, where regional
and community banks are more
common, small business owners
report stronger and more positive
relationships with their bank.

Do the features and performance of the small business tools offered by
your bank meet your expectations?

YES

57%
NOT SURE

26%

43%

NO

17%
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More than half of respondents
noted that their bank’s current
offerings are not convincing them
to remain a customer.

Overall, are online banking tools making it more or less likely you’ll
remain a customer?

MORE LIKELY

46%
UNSURE

54%

38%
LESS LIKELY

16%

1 in 5 small business owners on the
West Coast say their current bank
offerings are making it less likely
that they will remain a customer
into the future.

Customer Dissatisfaction By Region

NORTH EAST

18%

WEST

20%

MIDWEST

12%

SOUTH

13%
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When it comes to online tools,
many small businesses are open
to paying extra if it will help them
run their financial operations
more efficiently, but openness
varies by age.

If the online tools offered by your bank could make your financial
operations more efficient, how open would you be to paying extra
for them?

NOT OPEN

63%
37%

UNSURE

12%
VERY OPEN / OPEN

25%

Millennials are the most open to paying
extra for tools that can make their
financial operations more efficient.
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The Impact
Of Fintech On
Small Business

Non-traditional financial startups that move traditional
banking processes online are growing in popularity.
Unburdened by legacy technology and able to create
easy and engaging user experiences, fintech companies
could pose a threat to banks unable to deliver equally
compelling solutions.

To find out how popular these services are
with small business owners, we asked them
if they would ever consider switching from
their bank.
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Small businesses maintain a tenuous
connection to their banks. Over half
(52%) of respondents would either
consider a non-traditional online
banking service or are unsure as to
whether they would commit to their
bank over a non-traditional online
banking service in the future.

Are you currently considering, or would you consider in the future,
switching from your bank’s online banking solution to a non-traditional
online banking service?

NO

48%
52%

UNSURE

39%
YES

13%

Millennials report being 2x more
likely to make the switch to a nontraditional financial institution than
other age groups.
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Small Business
Reacts To
The New
Administration

Under a new administration that is promising to unravel
the regulations put in place following the financial crisis,
what does this means for banks and how they will
innovate to serve small businesses?

Politics aside, we asked small business owners
how likely it is that the new administration will
impact their bank relationship.
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Small business owners from coast
to coast have mixed opinions about
their business thriving over the next
four years.

How optimistic are you that your business will thrive in the first
four years of the new Trump administration?

OPTIMISTIC

46%

NOT OPTIMISTIC

24%

NEUTRAL

30%

0

Aside from the Midwest, less
than half of business owners
in the West, South and North
East are optimistic that their
business will thrive over the
next four years under the new
Trump administration.
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United States Broken Down By Optimism Percentage
NORTH EAST

44%

WEST

42%

MIDWEST

52%

SOUTH

45%
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Small business owners are more
optimistic about their own business
under Trump than they are about
the impact of deregulation on the
quality of service they receive from
their bank. 71% think regulation is
unlikely to improve the quality of
service or are unsure.

How likely is it that Trump’s policies on bank deregulation will improve
the overall quality of service you receive from your bank?

LIKELY

29%
71%

NOT SURE

29%
UNLIKELY

42%

Male small business owners are
more optimistic—with 54% of male
respondents identifying as very
optimistic or optimistic compared
to just 36% of females.

How optimistic are you that your business will thrive in the first four
years of the new Trump administration?

MALE

54%

FEMALE

36%
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This survey was conducted online within the United States by SurveyMonkey on
behalf of Bill.com in February 2017, among 500 individuals who self-identified as
small business owners.
For complete survey methodology, contact: Tanya Roberts, troberts@hq.bill.com
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